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Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207

Alcohol provokes campus crime
by Brian Sullivan
News editor

T

he tragic crimes caused by alcohol abuse affect college-aged
adults more than any other age
group, and the related problems are
steadily swelling to monstrous proportions.
The leading killer of 15-24 year olds
is alcohol-related highway deaths.
Nearly half of the jail inmates convicted
of murder or attempted murder had
been drinking before committing the
crimes. According to the 1987 student
alcohol survey at Xavier University, one
of every 20 Xavier students often drives
after drinking.
"There is a significant correlation between drinking and the. number of simple assaults and heated exchanges;' said
Michael Couch, director of Xavier's
Safety and Security. Couch said that
weekend drinking has a direct link to
campus crimes and that the majority of.
calls security officers ~pond to on

weekends are alcohol-related. According
to 1987-88 statistics, 90 percent of the
simple assaults the security ·department
responded to involved students who
were under the influence of alcohol.
This pattern of alcohol-related campus
crimes continues on other Greater Cincinnati campuses as well.
Nationwide alcohol-related campus
crimes are also the norm, and the
crimes involved become even more hideous. '1 would say 100% of our sexual
assault cases are alcohol-related;' said
William Schafer, director of student conduct at the University of Colorado at
Boulder, in the· Enquirer series. Of the
75 documented gang rapes on college
campuses in the past three years, over
90 percent occurred at. parties where ·
substance abuse took place.
No rapes have been reported on the
Xavier University campus for at least
eight years, according to Couch, but he
does not necessarily believe that rapes,
particularly acquaintance rapes, do not
occur here. Many acquaintance rapes

may occur as a result of victims not
being aware of situations which could
lead to rape, such as parties where alcOhol is being served.
"What I see [at Xavier J is a real desire to make people aware of the problem," said Rev. Albert J. DiUlio, S.J.,
Xavier University president. DiUlio said
he feels that Xavier students respond
more maturely and responsibly to alcohol-related problems, resulting in a
much lower crime rate at XU.
The punishments for crimes caused by
alcohol-abuse are very clear, well-defined and stiffening all the time. In
Ohfo, the refusal to take a Blood Alcohol Content (BAC), or breathalizer test
automatically results in a one-year suspension of the driver's license. Also in
Ohio, if you order, pay for, share the
cost of, attempt to purchase or consume
intoxicating liquor, or furnish false information as to name, age, or other identification, you are subject to a fine of up
to $1,000, or imprisonment of up to six
months, or both.

Alcohol abused at Xavier
Ki~berly Grote
editor in chief

··bY

Awar8'1eSS week stresses,.·
alcohol's affect on everyone
by Kimberly Grote
editor in chief
This year's Alcohol Awareness Week's
theme, "Alcohol Affects Us All;' focuses
on broader issues, according to Nancy
Monachino, chairperson of the Alcohol
and Drug Education Committee. "Last
year we never focused· on the problems
caused by alcoholism," she said, "now
we want to cover how adult children of
alcoholics are affected or how friends of
alcoholics are affected:'
Monachino said the programming will
focus on the alcholic, the children of alcoholics, students involved in any relationship with someone who is an alco: holic and what happens· when. someone
else has a drinking problem.
The week kicked off Monday with an
information booth and a program entitled ''You Could Be Next" with Katie
Owens, president of Mothers Against
Drunk Driving (MADD) in Indiana.
Owens shared the story of her 18-yearold daughter who was killed by a
· drunk driver and· the dangers of drunk
driving with an· audience of. more than
60 people in the Terrace Room.
At the information booth, students
were surveyed about their alcohol habits, awareness and attitudes to better en-.
able the committee to assess the students' needs. The· rest of the ·week's
events are as fOllows:
~y, Oct. 26.
• Alcohol Information Fair - featuring representatives from Care Unit Hospital, State .Highway. Patrol and
MADD, 11 a.m.-1 p.m . .in the University ·center lobby. ·

• "All in the Family" - featuring
college-age representatives from Adult
Children of Alcoholics (ACA) and Al
Anon sharing their stories, 7-8:30 p.m.
in the Ohio/Kentucky Room of the University Center.
• Food and Drink specials - available in the DownUnder along with
breathalizer test, 7-11 p.m.

Thursday, Oct. 27
• Jeopardy - test your wits at alcohol knowledge, 3:30-5 p.m. in Tucker's
Lounge in Brockman Hall.
• Mocktails - non-alcoholic drinks
served. prior to dinner, 4:30-6:30 p.m.,
in the University Center lobby.
• Moderation Generation - a videotape on responsible drinking and the.
. physical effects of alcohol in the Kuhl- ·
man TV Lounge, 7-8 p.m.

Friday, Oct. 28
• Husman Happy Hour - students
demonstrate some of the physical effects
of alcohol on the body, 3-5 p.m. in the
Husman lobby.
·
I<elli Dillon, student member of the
committee, said the purpose of the
events is not to tell people not to drink,
but that "when you choose to drink and
you overdo it, you could be affecting a
lot of people," she said. "Alcohol does
affect us all even though we're not
drinking and don't directly abuse it:'
Monachino admits that realistically
the people who show up for most· of
the programs probably are not the ones
with a drinking. problem, but that hopefully the broader programming will help
students who know someone who ·does.
"During this week, we don't try to
change people's alcohol behaviors, just
increase their awareness:' she said.

This .is the first article of a four-part series exploring the effects of alcoholism on
college-age students, specifically at Xavier University.
According to a self-report student survey conducted during Alcohol Awareness
~ at Xavier last year, only 44 of the 570 students questioned said they do not
drink.
Dr. Lon Kriner, director of the Health and Counseling Center, is alarmed at the
high amount of alcohol abuse at Xavier. "If a 30-year old drank the same amount
as our college students, I would not hesitate in determining he is an alcoholic," he
said.
Kriner said there is .a distorted concept of "normal" college drinking. ''Many
don't see themselves as drinking excessively," he said. "Sometimes a gage is whether
or not a student's use of alcohol decreases or shrinks back into proportion Iafter
college] for someone who is not a frequent abuser:'
"We here at the center have a major concern about the impact of alcohol both short- and long-term;' said Kriner. He said some short-term effects include
disciplinary behavior problems and peer pressure. Long-term effects include perfectionist thinking, trust in relationships or other physical disorders ..
He said a good indicator that you may be an alcoholic is if alcohol has ever
caused you problems, either socially or employment-wi5e, with some sense of frequency. This cowd mean, according to Kriner, the difference between experiementation and abuse.
Lissa I<nue, another Health and Counseling Center counselor, said, .''What concerns us is when students report blackouts [a blOck of time you cannot remember].
That· is ususally telling us the difference between abuse and addiction:'
I<nue makes a distinction between abuse and addiction. "Abusing alcohol is
drinking underage or drinking to the point of drunkenness, whereas, addiction is a
craving or a physiological need for alcohol;' she said.
Drinking to relax, because they like the taste, to celebrate or to get drunk were
common reasons students cited for drinking, according to last year's student survey.
Students also indicated the following were common problems caused by drinking:
physical illness, fights, missing class/work and damage.· to property.
Almost half of the surveyed students responded that they. have several friends
who drink to excess more than once a. month. Ninety-six percent said that all of
their· friends do.
I<nue also said that they see a lot of students who think they are alcoholic but
are reluctant to admit it "since admitting makes it true. They want to talk about
other problems;' she said. "Alcohol becomes a symbol of adulthood and if someone
attacks .that symbol, students feel they are being treated as children:'
Kriner said it is healthy and legitimate to question yourself. "The more you
question,. the more responsibly you will deal with your problem and will· seek help.
H you do not question your own drinking habits, you will be more likely to be
defensive and suspect," he said.
For those seeking more information on· the subject of alcoholism, contact any ,
counselor or pick up free literature .available in .the Self-Help Lab at th~,Jiealth and
Counseling Center.
. .·
.
'
.,
Part two in this series will examine the effects of.alcohol on friends apd'fdmily ··

members of alcoholics.
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Leaming to see with the mind's eyes
by Darin Keith Lewis
staff reporter

The trees are never painted
with autumn's colors for John
Brickweg, and the red, white
and blue of Fourth of July
fireworks never dance for him
to watch. -He's never even seen
his mother's smile.
Brickweg, a fourth-year continuing education student at
Xavier University, has been
blind since his birth 32 years
ago. He was born with detached retinas and congenital
cataracts, and there was nothing the doctors could do to
save his eyes. Brickweg now
has prosthetic eyes, and is partially deaf.
"You know life would be a
serious error," said Brickweg,
"without music, laughter and
silliness:' He maintains optimism through a strong belief in
Jesus Christ, and believes there
is still a possibility he may receive sight.
Brickweg is, for the most
part, self-sufficient. He lives
alone in an apartment on Vine
Street, and rides the Access bus
to Xavier every day. He swims
two or three times a week at
the O'Connor Sports Center,
plays tuba for XU's pep band,
and daiJlls to be one of the
basketball team's biggest fans.
Brickweg knows when to cheer
and clap at the games by listening to the game-announcer
'1ive" on his walkman radio.
After learning about what
Brickweg does, one would think
he would be afraid of falling,
or tripping over something and
injuring himself.
'Tm not afraid of falling,"
said Brickweg. "It's all a head
game. Down is a terrible place
to be. You don't want to be

Laura Chapnick photo

John Brickweg, fourth-year Xavier student, has been blind since birth.

down:' His ability not to be
"down" but always to be on
the move has earned him the
nickname of "Zippo:'
Brickweg explained that his
ability to move around campus
quickly "just comes naturally:'
However, he admitted, "I had a
travel trainer help me with
some of it. She (the trainer)
was there to make sure I knew
my way around stuff." The
travel trainer helped Brickweg
by counting out the number of
steps from one particular classroom to the next, and by telling him how many doors he
must pass to reach a certain

classroom.
Although Brickweg's daily
path at Xavier has been
mapped out for him by his
trainer, there is still the possibility a miscalculation or temporary loss of concentration which
could throw him off course.
Often when this ocC:urs, Brickweg has to ask for help from
other students.
"Sometimes when I ask for .
assistance, they won't give it to
me;' he said, explaining that
students won't help him because
they don't want to get involved,
don't care, or don't know how
to deal with a blind person like

Co111rnuters, residents discuss parking
who come in late at night. If
the commuter proposal was in
effect, the late resident either
"I think it is great the Stuwould have to park further
dent Government Association
down and walk up the parking
(SGA) is investigating the prob- lot at night, or park in the first
lem of parking and, in the
two rows and get up early the
process, helping the commuters next morning to move his car.
feel more involved with the
After hearing these arguments,
campus, " said Commuter
Senator Lynn Beckham sugCouncil president Jeanne Koop- gested the possibility of priority
man. For an issue which could
parking, which entailed a
have become a battleground be- green, red and yellow section of
tween commuters and residents, the lot and charging students
the. Senate's Student Open Foaccording to the quality of
rum ultimately produced good
parking. A factor this brought
results.
up was: if a commuter has a
The main issue of the forum
green parking place, for inwas problems with commuter
stance, and did not have classes:
parking in the North Lot. Com- on a certain day, his parking
muter Council proposed that,
place would remain unused.
from 8 a.m.-8 p.m. MondayOther suggestions offered by
Friday, the commuters would
students included not permitting
have the first two rows of the
freshman residents to have cars
parking lot reserved. To enunless absolutely necessary,
force this policy, there would be sending letters to all residents
a possibility of an extra sticker asking them to be courteous
charge for those commuters.
and park further down and, fiHowever, the point was made nally, selling lot tags for only
that half of the lot designated
the number of spaces available.
for commuters would not be
Nevertheless, throughout this
enough because of the 60 percontroversial debate, the basic
cent commuter population. An- message was the commuters deother factor considered was the
served some type of compensaproblem with resident students
tion for their handicap as. nonby Kathy Oshel
staff reporter

residents in the parking area.
Another topic broached at
the forum was student evaluation of teachers. Many suggestions were made as to how to
conduct the evaluation. For instance, one idea was to publish
the credentials, syllabus and a
brief statement from each
teacher. Another was to distribute surveys directly to the students containing various questions on teachers' performance.
Students commented, however,
that the surveys may become
biased and unfactual. No concrete decision on this matter
was reached at the forum.
Including senate members,
approximately 25 students attended the forum. "It is unfortunate this forum fell during
midterms," commented Senator
Ken Hartlage, "but overall the
forum went well. We discussed
topics relevant to the student,
and therefore need feedback
from the student:' Xavier Village will be discussed at the
Senate's next forllm, Nov. 16,
along with a discussion on
whether or not the Black Student Association (BSA) is fulfilling its purpose.

University
Ministry
on the move

him. Brickweg is thankful for
those few students who do take
the time to assist him. However, he explained that sometimes those who try to be helpby Laura Blanken
ful, aren't.
staff
reporter
"Students should give me laterality (specific directions) in- ·
Looking for personal counselstead of saying, 'go this way',
ing, spiritual guidance or just a
or 'it's over there';• Brickweg
friendly place to· relax? Don't
said. "Another thing that fruslook on the ground floor of
trates me is the 'Who am I?'
University Center, because Xavgame. 'Come on, you know
ier's University Ministry has
who this is,' someone would
moved!
say. And I'm standing there
saying 'Doctor? Mister?
University Ministry (UM) is
Miss?' ... Oh, I hate it when
now located in Loyola House,
that happens:'
3840 Ledgewood Avenue, right
Brickweg admitted he can be next to Finn Lodge. Their old
rather pushy. ''There are times
offices in University Center
when I feel I don't have any
have been taken over by Career
other way out;' he explained.
Planning and Placement
When he is confused or uncer(CP&P) as interview rooms.
tain where to go, he feels he
has to be a bit forward with
Loyola House, named after
students. Often this means
St. Ignatius Loyola, founder of
clinging to any person who
the Jesuits, provides University
makes him- or herself known to Ministry with an expanded rehim.
ception area and office space
After leaving Xavier, Brickfor the chaplains. The move
weg hopes to become a freeprovided a more comfortable,
lance journalist. He wants to
spacious atmosphere for stugear his writings primarily todents, which was UM's goal.
wards children. To express his
'We didn't want students to feel
love of children, he has signed
they were in the way," exup to do volunteer work at the plained UM Secretary Pam
Children's Hospital Medical
Goetz, ''because they are our
Center, and applied to be a
purpose for being here:'
"cuddler" [a person who rocks
The UM staff and members
a baby's crib, holds the baby in
of Student Ministry at Xavier
his/her arms, or hugs or sings
[SMAX] will host an Open
to the child) at Good SamariHouse Tuesday, Nov. 1. The
tan Hospital.
event will begin at 11:30 a.m.
"I feel we need more upbeat,
to bless the house, and refreshpositive values in life;' explained Brickweg. Ultimately, he ments will be served until 5:30
p.m. The entire Xavier commuwants to help other children to
nity is invited to attend. Call
have happy childhoods, and
life's beauty Loyola House at 745-3567 for
teach them to
more information on the Open
- a beauty not restricted to
House or on University Ministhe sighted.
try and its programs.

"see"

Preregistration
For Spring Semester, 1989 Wednesday, Nov. 9 Tuesday, Nov. 15
Schedule of Classes booklets are available in the Registrar's
Office, Alter 129.
Students living off campus must pick up their preregistration time cards in the Registar's Office. You may not preregister before your scheduled time. However, you may preregister anytime after your scheduled time, but before the dose
of preregistration.
Before preregistering, you must consult an academic advisor as follows:

College of Business Administration
Students will soon receive a letter from the Dean's Office
indicating the name of their advisor and how to arrange an
appointment. All new freshmen and transfer students must
attend an orientation meeting Oct. 27, at 3:30 p.m. in Kelley
Auditorium.

Colleges of Arts and Sciences and Professional
Studies
Consult the bulletin board of your major or the bulletin
board in the Alter Hall lobby. Undecided and conditional
students should consult Mrs. J. Hess, Alter 104-A; Sr. R.
Fleming, Alter 104-B; Mrs. D. Jackson, Alter 104-D, Mrs. C.
Wolfe, Alter 104-F, or Rev. T. Kennealy, S.J., Alter 124.

Concerning payment
Billing statements will be mailed to. preregistered students
on Dec. 2. The required payment with the required form
(even if no payment is due) must be received by the Bursar
no later than Monday, Dec. 19. Preregistered classes will be
cancelled if the Bursar does not receive payment by Dec. 19.
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Alcohol devastates
the entire family
I was raised just like any other child. I went to school, had
playmates, toys, went to parties, and later on, dated. My parents
were very loving and supportive, always there for me when I
needed them, yet I didn't have a "normal" childhood. Still to this
day I don't have a "normal" life and I never will. The reason is
because I'm affected by alcohol; not directly, but through my father. I'm an adult child of an alcoholic ·(ACA).
My life has been full of fear, wondering and anger. I've lived in
constant fear of not knowing where my father is late at night or
wondering if he'll be able to stop after that one drink when we go
out to eat.
Most of the time I'm confused. I don't know whether to hug or
hit him, to yell at him or kiss him. I think, here is this man
who's supposed to be strong, all-knowing, indestructable - a
father, yet he's just a human being, unsure of himself, weak and
destructive not only to himself but to others around him after he
takes that first drink.
It had only been after carrying around a huge amount of hate,
or crying myself to sleep every night, or even worse, comforting
my mother and drying her tears that I had to do something about
my father's disease, even if he wouldn't. Because this disease
doesn't just affect the alcoholic himself, it affects everyone around
him, everyone who loves him and cares about him.
You see I've spent a good portion of my life secretly hating my
father for not only what he has done to himself and my mother,
but also what he has done to my whole family. I just could never
accept why he drank, why he wouldn't come home or if he did,
why he was so drunk he wouldn't know where he was or who I
was. I couldn't accept the fact that he made me hate him.
It was only through counseling that I learned it wasn't my father that I hated it was the disease, his disease. I've learned that
he is a victim of this disease just like a cancer patient is a victim
of cancer. My family and I have learned to make compensations
and to .try to live as normally as. possible. Most importantly, I've
learned' that ignoring him and the disease will not make it go
away, but instead it will make it worse for me emotionally.
I will never give up on my father because he is everything to
me; father, counselor, confidant and most of all, friend. Yes, he
does have a disease, and like any person who suffers from a
disease, he needs all the love and support I and my family can
give. Even though he has caused the shedding of many tears and
the start of countless arguments, he has put 10 times as many
smiles on my face. I've finally accepted him and his disease, even
though he hasn't, and I will always love him.
-by A.K.,
an adult child of an alcoholic
Editor's note: If you would like more information about Adult
Children of Alcoholics (ACA) or issues concerning alcoholism call
Lissa Knue at the Health and Couseling Center at 745-3022.

AIDS awareness
•
•
•
m1ss1on continues
Many thanks for the fine article on the recent presentations,
"It'll never happen to me;·
sponsored by the Xavier AIDS
Awareness Committee. I had
hoped your article would encourage more people to attend
the final night of the series. Unfortunately, it did not. Two students and three staff members
attended.
Rather than dwell on the low
turnout for this program, I
want to take this opportunity
to express by concern and urge
the Xavier community to learn
about AIDS. What you don't
know can kill you.
There are people on campus
who can provide information.
University Ministry and the
Health and Counseling Center
have information on AIDS that
you can receive in a confidential manner. If we can't help
you, we can refer you to someone who can answer your ques-
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tions and maybe save your life.
Men, women, blacks, whites,
hispanics, straight and gay peo:ple can get AIDS .from a single
sexual encounter. I could hope
and pray that the Xavier community would not be affected
by the AIDS crisis. It's already
too late for this. While I don't
know of anyone at XU who
has AIDS, there are many people on campus who know
someone who has it, or someone who has died from AIDS.
It is not my purpose to start
a panic over AIDS. It is my
hope to raise awareness about
AIDS. AIDS Awareness Month
is almost over. The task of
AIDS awareness, however, will
continue at Xavier. Please contact me at the University Ministry office for more information
or to help the AIDS Awareness
Committee.
-by Fred Zagone, S.J.

GODO JOBS

AT

GOOD WA6ES !

Reagan succeeds against abortion
In last week's Perspectives,
Vince Patton mentioned abortion and the Reagan Administration's lack of progress towards stopping it. He is gravely
mistaken - there has been success. This year, as in 1980 and
1984, the Republican platform
embraces a pro-life stance, in
support of a reversal of Roe vs.
Wade, and a human life
amendment protecting life from
the moment of conception until
a natural death.
Most everybody knows. this,
but what people do not know
is the tremendous success the
Reagan-Bush Administration has
had in the fight for the unborn.
Change does not come overnight. It is a long, slow process·
which takes patience and time.
This January 22, it will be 16
years since the Supreme Court
legalized abortion on demand
throughout all nine months of
pregnancy. It has now been
eight years since President Reagan has worked toward the reversal of the fateful decision.
When Roe vs. Wade passed
in 1973, the vote was 7-2 in favor of abortion. When Ronald
Reagan took office in 1981, the
vote was still 7-2. In Reagan's
eight years in office, three of
the seven pro-abortion justices
have retired, and have been replaced by pro-life justices: Sandra Day O'Connor, Antonin
Scalia and Anthony Kennedy.
Granted, this places the court
in a 5-4 pro-life majority, but
pro-lifers can't breath a sigh of
relief yet. Aside from these
three replacements, whoever the
next president is, will most
probably replace three more ultra-liberal justices, who will be
in their 80's by the beginning of
next year. These three men are
all staunch supporters of abortion, and have been literally
hanging on by their fingernails
waiting for a liberal Democrat
(i.e. Mike Dukakis) to name
their raplacements. But even if
Dukakis is elected, it will still
be a 5-4 pro-life majority, and
therefore what difference will he
make? Well, it just so happens

that pro-life Justice Byron
White, one of the two dissenting votes on Roe vs. Wade (the
other was Rehnquist), is also
getting up there in years, and
will most probably retire sometime during the next administration. This gives Mike Dukakis
the opportunity to appoint four
pro-abortion justices to the
bench. If this were to happen,
the Supreme Court would have,
by 1992, a solid S-4 pro-abortion majority, with every member of that majority well under
the age of 60. Do we want Dukakis shaping our court well
into the 21st century? It can be
assured that George Bush will
appoint to the court solid prolifers who will do all that they
can to stop abortion, and reverse Roe vs. Wade. If Mike
Dukakis is elected, it will be a
long cold winter.
In addition to Supreme Court
justices, President Reagan has
been appointing pro-life justices
to the federal bench across the
country. One example is former
Senator James Buckley, who cosponsored a human life amendment. He now sits on the US
Court of Appeals (2nd District).
James Ryan, former president of
Michigan Right-to-Life, was appointed to serve on the US

Court of Appeals (6th Circuit)
by Reagan. And the list goes
on.
What other successes have
the unborn had in the past
eight years thanks to Reagan?
Let's talk about federal funding
of abortion, which Dukakis
greatly favors, and Bush
staunchly opposes. In the 1970s,
under Nixon and Ford, our tax
dollars paid for about 300,000
Medicaid abortions a year. In
1987, with Reagan's support,
and under the Hyde Amendment (which prohibits the funding of elective abortions except
in the event to save the mother's life) Medicaid· paid for only
75 abortions.
So, I propose we stay the
course and vote pro-life not
only with the Bush-Quayle
ticket, but with our senators
and representatives as well.
Bush's Supreme Court might
overturn Roe vs. Wade, but a
Human Life Amendment to the
Constitution needs to come
from the Congress. With a Dukakis victory on November 8,
the Reagan successes will be deleted out one by one, and the
Supreme Court will see little
change until after, say 2010.
And the babies will keep dying.
-by Mike O'Donnell
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Compiled by David
Stubenrauch and Mike Pfiester
Sports editors
The Xavier women's tennis
team ended the 1988 season
and their dream with a fourthplace finish at the Midwestern
Collegiate Conference (MCC)
Tournament in St. Louis, MO.
Friday and Saturday. The Fighting Irish of the University of
Notre Dame captured first-place
with 63 points, Evansville University took second-place with
40 points, Butler University finished third with 38 points, Xavier finished fourth with 26
points, the University of Dayton finished fifth with 19 points
and St. Louis University finished last with 11 points.
"I thought we did well considering the circumstances;' said
sophomore Carla Avington.
''We didn't have our number
three player [senior co-captain
Amy Kappes, who couldn't
make the trip with the team)
and we all had to move up a
position and face a higher level
of competition:'
The Lady Muskies battled adversity throughout the season.
They were a strong bunch and
felt that they could contend

ABBA

with the rest of the MCC until
. . . Diane Runk went down
temporarily with a bad hand.
Their dream of capturing an
MCC championship began to
dwindle as did their record. At
one point, the team was only
5-5. But upon return of their
co-captain, the Lady .Muskies
avenged a few earlier losses and
took their record to a respectable 11-7. Rain didn't help matters by cancelling many matches
that could have aided the team
toward a much better record.
The individual final records
are as follows: senior Dianne
Runk, 5-18; senior Amy
Kappes, 8-11; junior Suzy Kastensmidt, 10-13; sophomore
Deirdra Murphy, 18-5; sophomore Leslie Ganser, 11-11; and
sophomore Carla Avington, 177. As far as doubles teams,
Runk-Kappes finished 5-10,
Murphy-Avington finished 16-7,
and Ganser-Kastensmidt finished 11-11.
"As a team, we had hoped
to do better than we did this
season;' said Avington. ''However, we played a much tougher
schedule than last season and
we added a. few more games to
our schedule this year. Individually, we all did better than we
expected:'

NEED

EXTRA
MONEY

Personnel
· Hiring Immediately
241-0111

Part Time Jobs Available
Call 621-2459

Ask for Adam.
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The womens tennis team standing from left to right: sophomores Deirdra Murphy, Carla Avington,
and Leslie Ganser; senior co-captain Diane Runk, junior Suzy Kostensmidt, freshman Virginia Kiu
Lighan, senior co-captain Amy Kappes and coach Jim Brockhoff. Freshman Joy Barnin is absent from
photo.

trn!HTm---edging Xavier, 1-0, in overtime

Compiled by
Mike Pfiester ·
Sports editor

, •• 1 •:

~
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• •
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Soccer
The .womens soccer team
dropped a 2-1 decision to the
University of Dayton Flyers at
home Monday, Oct. 10. The
Lady Musketeers rebounded and
crushed Charleston University,
4-0, and repelled Radford,
ranked 19th in the nation, by
the score of 3-2 in Virginia October 15-16. Quincy College
then spoiled Homecoming by

at Kolping Fields on Saturday.
The. Lady Muskies now stand
at 6-6-1. ·
·
· ·
Freshman Marla Schuerman
leads the team with 12 goals
scored and freshman Laura
Wambach is second with five
goals. Freshman Julie Egnew
leads the team in assists with
four. Goalkeeper Kathy Mahon
has three shut outs, two of
them shared with Schuerman.
The mens soccer team currently holds a two-game losing
streak after falling to Wright
State University, 2-1, on the
road October 12 and the Moun-

Work The
Bengals' Games

THUNDERBIRD
AMEIDCAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Glendale, Arizona 8.o;J06 USA

A representative will be on campus
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1988
to discuss

GRADUATE STUDY
Interviews may be scheduled at
OFFICE OF CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT

Now hiring for
positions of
stand workers
and. vendors.
Stand workers earn
$4.67 per hour
Vendors earn
15010 commission

Call 621-2459

taineers of The University of
Virginia, · 6-3, on the road
Sunday. The Muskies are ,9-5-2
and hold a 2-2-1 Midwestern
Collegiate Conference record.
~t

Volleyball
The womens volleyball squad
dropped. consecutive matches to
Indiana State University, 3-1,
and the University of Louisville,
3-0. The Lady Muskies responded by defeating IUPUI by
scores of 15-2, 15-4, 4-15 and
15-5 during Homecoming on
Saturday. Xavier's record stands
at 9-14.
HYDE PARK PLAZA
TOY SlORE
looking to fill full and
part time positions.
CALL TOM or CLAIRE
at 871-2671

SportServic;~
Now Hiring fC>r
Bengals Games
Call 621-2459
Ask for Sam.

Entry Level/$8.25
National Firm has several
part-time marketing positions.
(all majors considered)
Eve. & Wknd. Hours
for interview call 671-7069
10 a.m.-6 p.m. only
On campus travel representative
or organization needed to promote "Spring Break" trip to Florida or Texas. Earn money, free
trips and valuable work experience. Call lnter-'campus Programs at 1-800-433-7747.

Free room and board in
our Mt. Lookout home in
exchange for part time
evening or weekend babysitting (2 children). Call
871-0681.
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Hotshot of the week

eXcUseme
by David Stubenrauch
Sports editor
Halloween, according to
most encyclopedias, was a
tradition dating back to a
festival by an eastern basketball team. I'm serious, just
check it out. More than two
thousand years ago, the
CELTICS held a festival of
Samhain, Lord of the Dead,
on October 31.
So with this in mind, I
decided to pursue the connection between sports and
Halloween with many of the
athletes and coaches here at
Xavier. The question imposed was, "What superstitions do you have?" For the
most part, those questioned
either could not think of anything in particular, or were
too superstitious. Those that
did respond gave some very
interesting answers.
For example, sophomore
Dave Gibbs of the rifle
team, makes sure he gets a
good dose of heavy metal
music before a match. If not
that, he takes in a little Jimi
Hendrix. And to think, I
was always told that rocking
and riflery don't mix.
Sometimes, people don't
even know they are superstitious until a strange reporter
asks them about it. This is
the case with senior cross
country runner John Zerhusen. '1 like to be by myself
before.·a match(' ·confesses,
Zerhusen. LikeWise, two
members of the women's tennis team admitted that they
are a bit superstitious during
matches. "If a certain ball is
winning for me, I will try to
keep using that ball," says
sophomore Carla Avington.
Junior Suzy Kastenschmidt
echoed her fellow ·teammate
by saying, ''Most of the girls
on the team are like that:'
Finally, from the basketball court, senior Stan Kimbrough wins my personal
award as ''Most Superstitious:' Stan confesses, "I
don't look at a mirror before
a game:' I don't know if it's
because he's superstitious or
because he's just afraid of
what he might see. Chances
are, he is superstitious. But
the reason behind giving the
award to Kimbrough is because of his pre-game ritual
that, for some reason, not
many people have picked up
on. Before the opening tipoff and after the two teams
have taken the court, Stan
very leisurely jogs to one
end of the court, "skies" into
the air and slaps the net
with his hand. If that's not
superstitious, I don't know
what is.
And how about you7
What sort of things do you
do to keep the evil spirits
away7 Does the morning begin with the right shoe first7
Do you skip over the 13th
step when walking up the
front hill of Xavier7 If so,
remember you're not alone.
They're out there, and
they're waiting for you!

lntramurals
compiled by Dan Pollack
FRIDAY SOFfBALL
2nd Fl oor Sacs ............ 4-0
1 X Kids · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 2-1
Tripe
Buff Nuff Chex ............ 2-2
Natives ................... 2-2
Safe Sex .................. 1-2
Crushers .................. 1-2
Booty Bunch .............. 0-3

WEDNESDAY SOFfBALL
UBalless Wonder ........... 6-0
Team X ................... 4-2
Social Misfits .............. 4-2
'"r
10
d
42
1eam remun a ............. Allied Forces .............. 4-2
Prunes .................... 3-3
Tattoos ................... 2-4
B.P. Magnums ............. 2-4
Team Trim ................ 1-5
Members .................. 0-6

3 ON 3 BASKETBALL
(Women)
(Men)
Knickerbockers ............ 1-0 The Hot Thangs ........... 1-0
Fubard .................... 1-0 Ski Loes .................. 0-0
J.P.T.D :s .................. 0-0 Number Seven ............. 0-1
The Ultimate Caucasians .... 0-1
The Three Amigos ......... 0-1

by David Stubenrauch

Sports editor
Intramural sports are getting
into the basketball spirit with
the final team sport getting
ready for winter action. 5 on 5
Basketball sign-ups begin Tuesday, Nov. 1, close November 8,
and begin play on November
11. If last year is any indication, these matches could prove
to be almost as exciting as the
basketball games· played at the
· Cincinnati Gardens., Currently,
3 on 3 Basketball is going on,
as is Water Polo ( in inner
tubes) and Wallyball. Finally,
the last intramural tournament
of the fall schedule will be a
Ping Pong tournament held at
Downunder. Sign-ups begin November 3, close on November

8, with the tournament being
held on November 16.
Now it's time for the final
volleyball results. To put it simply, U Balless Wonder won.
They swept both the Co-Rec
and Power Volleyball leagues
and finished it off with wins in
the respective tournaments. The
team of U Balless Wonder. consists of Sean McGuire, Keith
Fenton and Dan Pollack.
The Wallyball tournament
held on raquetball courts Monday, Oct. 17, ended with The
Wrecking Crew,~The -Flintstones
and Dwyer, Dunn and Dugan
taking first place finishes. Out
at the softball fields, rain postponed the game between Safe
Sex and Newcomers. The winner of this game will play Delvecchio's Team for the championship.

The DownUnder
and

sbb sl1op

Pat O'Connor
Sport: GOLF
Year: senior
Hometown: Lima, Ohio

Laura Chapnick photo

Position: Captain
Height: 6'0"
Weight: 165 lbs.

Senior captain Pat O'Connor finished 12th out of 45 golfers in the Midwestern Collegiate Conference (MCC) Tournament Invitational at the Fort Benjamin Harrison Golf Course
(Par 72) in Indianapolis held on October 9-10. O'Connor
posted Xavier's best score of 250 after three rounds, including
a first round low of 78 that tied him with Brent Rubis of St.
Louis University.
After getting off to a slow start for the Musketeers,
O'Connor averaged 84.S strokes per round. He steadily improved his game and ended the season averaging 80.4 strokes
per round. O'Connor was quick to point out that his success
in putting helped improve his scores. His concentration level
helped reduce a 34 puts per round average to 30.
· O'C9~0.r:• father, Gerald, is a graduate .of Ohio Univerroom-mates with Dow FinsterWald, who was
sity and
best friends with Arnold Palmer. Finsterwald, Palmer and
Gary Player started the U. S. Golf Tour in the 19SO's. In
fact, O'Connor's (Pat) first lesson was with Finsterwald. He
began his first prpfessional lesson at age 12 with Palmer
looking on.
Why, then, would O'Connor come to Xavier to carry on
the sport of golf7 In response to this question, O'Connor
said he doesn't see golf as a career and finds the sport more
as a type of recreation. His greatest accomplishment on the
college level was winning the individual title as a freshman
in the John Kelly Invitational at the Terrace Park Country
Club, the last Xavier Invitational held.
As a finance major, O'Connor holds a 4.0 GPA in his
major concentration. His career ambition is to become involved in commercial real estate development, securities market management and sales marketing. He would also like to
work for Trump Enterprises Limited.
As for golf, O'Connor sees improvement for the program
with a spring trip held in Myrtle Beach, S.C., and invitationals with The Ohio State University and Michigan State
University.

was

Monday-Thursday .... 7 p.m.-1 a.m.
Friday .............. 2 p.m.-1 a.m.
Saturday&
Sunday ............ 7 p.m.-1 a.m.

CATCH the
Wild, NEW
menu items!

.STOP IN
OR CALL:
The DownUnder
745-3530

Leu Than 15 Mlnut.. from Xavier
Authentic Mu1lde Wear and Other Great Merchancll• lnclucll•:
.•
•
•
•
•

Starter Jackets
Caps
Pennants
Posters
Mugs and Steins

• Wastebaskets
• Coaches Shirts
• Shot Glasses
• Clip-Ons
• Pens
• Authentic Game Jerseys

•
•
•
•
•

Magnets
Boxer Shorts
Sweaters
T-Shirts
Umbrellas

r.1_ytlWOOD AVL _ _Mt. IOOICPY!.Sfa:..._ -

1

:
1
1

_871-1~

Receive
10% OFF
Any Purchase

with this coupon $

L$_____________

I
I
I
I
1
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DIVERSIONS

Skinny Puppy ar;ested at Bogart's

Doggone musicians!
changed among those in the
by Molly A. Donnellon
room.
staff reporter and
"Kevin and Nivek didn't help
Kent George
things,"
Goettel continued, "by
Diversions editor
harassing the cops:' At this
point Goettel left the room.
What began as a highly theatrical performance by the Van- Witnesses said the officers proceeded to search the room and
cover-based band, Skinny
shortly thereafter escorted the
Puppy, Sunday night at Boremaining band members to
gart's, ended in the arrest of
jail. As he was being taken
four persons, including two
away, Kevin Ogilvie lifted his
band members and the tour
cuffed wrists and said [to this
manager.
Daniel John McGee, Anthony reporter), "Remember this for as
long as you ever live:'
Bonfilio, Kevin Crompton
Skinny Puppy is known for
(stage named Cevin Key), and
Kevin Ogilvie (stage named Ni- their eccentric, bloody stage
show and of ten leave audiences
vek Ogre) w~re charged with
disorderly conduct while intoxi- spellbound with such staged actions as animal mutilation, excated. All four were taken into
ploding baby cribs, and suicustody after Sunday night's
cides. This has consequently
performance and were released
given the band a bad name.
Monday morning on a $50
According to Skinny Puppy,
bond.
their intentions to open the eyes
The arrests resulted from a
of their audience to the injusstring of incidents that began
tices in the world have been
with a complaint registered
with the Cincinnati Police Demisinterpreted as senseless gore.
partment stating that the band
Hence the name is a statement
against, not for, the abuse of
was using a live dog for a sacrificial rite as part of their stage animals and the unnecessary
show.
use of lab animals.
Bands such as Skinny Puppy
The complaint turned out to
be unwarranted, in that the dog have been the victims of many
was completely fake, yet looked incidents such as what happened Sunday. The conven- ·
real. The hand-made dog has
an internal structure which ena- tional nature of Cincinnati has
created a gap between the oldbles it to hang, lay, and be
school, inflexible, conservative
moved like a real dead dog.
According to witnesses on
forces and the curious, broaderthe scene, the police arrived un- minded movement that is develannounced and unidentified in
oping throughout the city.
the band's dressing room after
Does a middle ground exist?
the concert, demanding to see
Can these two entities continue
the dog. Band member Dwayne to progress and thrive within
Goettel recounts the initial con- the same city or will the two
frontation as follows: "Dan (the continue to repel one another
band's manager) asked the cops until one or the other reaches
for ID and they said 'We don't
the point of extinction? Sunneed any f-- ID, you're going
day's example may be a situato jail:" Goettel added that a
tion that requires an answer to
number of obscenities were exthese questions.
:;

I
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PROFESSIONAL
TYPING
Term Papers, Resumes,
Letters, etc.
Reasonable Rates
Call: Mary 451-1196

NEED$
FOR TUITION?
Part-Time
Jobs Available
Call 621-2459
Ask for June.

Masterworks: a loan with interest
by Anita Klausing
special projects/
Calendar editor
Ausgezeichnet, wunderbar,
sehr schon, or, if you don't
know German, superb, wonderfu1 and very beautiful.
This is the only way to describe "Masterworks from
Munich," a collection of
paintings on loan to the Cincinnati Art Museum from
the Alte Pinakothek in Munich, a Bavarian art museum.
The exhibition includes 62
European masterworks from
48 reknown artists, including
Rembrandt, Rubens, El
Greco, Van Dyck, Fragonard, Titian and Tintoretto.
The paintings highlight the
baroque, high renaissance
and mannerist periods.
'Masterworks from Munich" is sponsored by the
Central Trust Company,
Procter and Gamble and a
grant from the National Endowment for the Arts. This
magnificent exhibition is in
tribute to Cincinnati's Bicentennial '88 celebration.
Cincinnati is the last of

Laura Chapnick photo

One of the oil paintings on exhibit at the Cincinnati Art Museum.
two stops in America, the
dents is $4.75, $3.25 Wednesfirst being at the National
day evenings and Saturday,
Gallery of Art in Washingand are available at Ticketon D.C.
tron outlets (including the
This exhibition will be on
Cincinnati Art Museum).
display until Jan. 8, 1989 at
The hours of the exhibition
the Cincinnati Art Museum.
are: Tuesday, Thursday and
It is a "must-see" not just for
Friday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
art enthusiasts but for anyWednesday 10 a.m. to 9
one who would like to see
p.m., Saturday 10 a.m. to 6
oil paintings at their best.
p.m. and Sunday 1 to 6
The masterworks are absop.m. The museum is closed
lutely breathtaking and fascion Mondays and holidays.
nating.
·
For more information, call
Total ticket price for stu721-5204.

Student acts for drug education
by Missy Baker
Diversions editor
Since the Reagans proclaimed
war on drugs, and Nancy
started her "Just Say No" campaign two years ago, drug education has been implemented in
a number of mediums. MTV
started Rock Against Drugs
(RAD) and prominent actors-and major network celebrities
deliver public service announcements against drugs on the big
and small screens.

Clermont County has been.
on top of the need for drug
and alcohol education for 10
years. The Traveling Medicine
Show is a theatrical troupe
which tours the county's elementary, middle and high
schools performing educational
skits on alcohol and drug
awareness.
"Our main focus is not to get
the kids to just say no;' said
Medicine Show performer and
Xavier junior Andy Goetz, "it's
to say 'think about the conse-

iiiifiONic'iii
The Stars Are Out All Day!

Sugar 'n' Spice

Restaurant

OPEN EVERY DAY 7 A.M. · 3 P.M.
Daily Luncheon Specials
Including Vegetables
Nationally known for its wispy thin pancakes,
fluffy three-egg omelettes, creative sandwiches,
homemade cheesecake,
and much, much more!

-- }

A Cincinnati tradition since 1941
4381 Reading RcJ. (between Tennessee Ave. & Victory 'Parkway
Across tram Natorp's

I'll America's premier
I.I theme park in Witliamsburg, Va. is conducting auditions
for
.
over 250 smgers, dancers, musicians, variety
artists, actors, technicians, and supervisors.
You could be part of the
magic that truly makes
BuschGardensanentertainment "experience."
So get your act together
and 'shine' at our 1989
auditions.

Audiiions: Im fV! mins. For additional
infonna1ion call 1-800-25.>-.BOZ.

Cinc:nnat1 Magaz1ne·s 1984 Best Breakfast Award.

Minutes trom Xavier University, Reasonable prices!

242-3521

·;;:

~

..1.«

Audition Dates:
COLUMBUS OHIO
Monday, Nov. '7, 1988
6: 00 - 9:00 p. m.

Ohio State University
Hughes Auditorium
17th and College Avenue
CINCINNATI, OHIO
Wednesday, Nov. 9, 1988
1:00-4:00 p.m.

University of Cincinnati
Tangeman University
Center
Great Hall

n ......• ,. •• ' 1 ~r

. ., . .~

G~NS ~
. THE005.NTRY .
Wilt IAMSllURG VA

:\n :\ftirma1il'c :\c1ion/Eq11al Oppnrrunill' Emplll\'Cr, ~l/F/H

quences of your actions: I think
that's a lot healthier than pushing something negative down
their throats. Hopefully, though,
it will lead the kids to say 'no;
that they don't want drugs to
be a part of their lives:'
The Traveling Medicine Show
performs a variety of skits
which range in audiences from
high school students to fifth
graders. "It's pretty hip," said
Goetz. "We feel that drug education should start at an ea.rly
age and stress that alcohol is a
drug too."
In addition to the drug and
alcohol education, the Traveling
Medicine Show emphasizes the
problems children go through
coming from the home of an
alcoholic parent. The last scene
of the elementary show deals
with just that. "We want the
kids to understand that their
parents' drinking is not their
fault;' said Goetz. ''They don't
need to keep it bottled up inside and they can talk to somebody and get help. There are
people who are willing to help
and we're there to let them
know that:'
''The neatest part," added
Goetz, "is when the kids come
up and talk to us after the
shows. At the last show we did
a kid came up and started telling us about his step-father's
drinking. We were able to talk
to the school counselor and
now he can get the help he
needs:'
"It is certainly an eye-opening experience," commented
Goetz. "We get to see where
our own family value systems
are screwed up:'
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History of Halloween treats is tricky
by Molly Donnellon
staff reporter
Halloween. When we were
younger it was a time to dress
up and collect as much free
candy as we could get our
hands on. Growing up, we discovered fun in scaring the
young trick-or-treaters, toiletpapering our neighbors' houses
and toying with sacred rituals.
Now that the fun and games
for most of us have died to
minimal, it's interesting to look
past the candy, costumes and
gags and find out where we
came up with all this.
In the 2nd century, B.C., the
Celtic order of Druids , which
originated in Gaul, held a joint
festival to celebrate Samhain
(summer's end) and to honor
the sun god and Saman, The
Lord of Death. On October 31,
the Druids would gather together in homes bringing the
ripened grain to feast on. At
that time, the sun god was

thanked for the harvest and
given moral support for the upcoming cold season.
Householders would extinguish the fires in their hearths
on this night and go to a designated circle. Priests quenched
the sacred alter fire then started
a new fire by rubbing together
pieces of holy oak to kindle a
new fire. Sparks from this fire
were taken to various hillsides
where great bonfires were lit,
like those of Midsummer Eve.
This was done in worship to
the sun god and also served as
a protector from any wandering
evil spirits.
The Celts also believed that
on October 31 the Lord of the
Death called up all the souls of
those who had died over the
past year who, to make up for
their sins, had been living in
the bodies of animals. The lord
then decided who would go on
to the Druid equivalent of
heaven, who would remain and
in what form.

ur goal is
·.. h····1. ·-. ,_ ......
to epyou
reach yours.
Cleveland-Marshall College ofLaw
"Being an active participant in Moot Court has
afforded me the opportunity to apply the legal
skills and techniques I've
acquired al ClevelandMarshall. I found the
challenge to be a~ great
as the reward:'
Ralph Lusbi

Cleveland-Marshall College of Law invites you to
an Open House. You'll meet our faculty, staff, and
students and learn about our program, admission
requirements, and career opportunities.
Select a date thats convenient for you and
return the fonn below. We'll send you further
infonnation.
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ _ __
City.State.Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Undergrad.
School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Major _ _ _ _ Graduation D a t e - - - -

Yes, I plan to attend:·
D Minority Law Day
D General Open House
November 12, 1988
December 3, 1988
9:30 a.m. to 12 noon
9:30 a.m. to 12 noon
D No, I'm unable to attend an Open House but please send me an application
and catalog
The Office of Admissions
Cleveland· Marshall College of Law
1801 Euclid Avenue, LB ill
Cleveland State University Cleveland, Ohio 44115

Cleveland State
CSU LWversity

Since this was the evening
that departed spirits were said
to be roaming around and
playing tricks, the Druids set
out to subdue them (while still
honoring the sun god), so they
would sacrifice horses and human beings. These practices
were outlawed by the Romans
during their rule of Britain in
A.O. 61.
Later in 834, Christians
changed their All Saints Day
from May 1 to November 1 in
an attempt to Christianize this
pagan revel. All Saints Day has
since been the commemoration
of all the holy ones whose
names were only known to
God. In their attempt, Christians connected themselves with
the primitive savage rites of the
Druids.

Over the years these customs
dwindled and faded into history. Halloween is now most
known for dressing up and going from house to house to collect treats, so how did it go
from a celebration for the dead
to a posse of child ingrates?
There are many undefined origins of the trick-or-treating custom. On claims that the practice stems from the custom of
"souling" or "soul-caking",
when Englishmen went about
begging for soul cakes in remembrance of the dead. The
beggars, in tum, promised to
pray for the dead relatives of
those who had contributed (indulgences for the dead).
Another possible origin
comes from Ireland, where, on
All Saints Day, peasants went

from house to house collecting
money so they could buy food
for a feast. The Irishmen would
request the money in the name
of Muck Olla, a druid deity, or
St. Columba. Prosperity was
assured to those who gave generously and threats were voiced
against those who gave very little.
So this Halloween when the
children are coming to your
door garbed in disguises, reflect
on the origin of this interesting
day that is forever being refined. Recall not only that this
is a religious holiday, but a day
to remember those deceased
and flirt with the possibility
that, through Saman, spirits
may be lurking in the shadows.
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All announcements must be
sent to The Xavier Newswire
office in Brockman Hall by Friday at 3 p.m. Please direct all
mail to Anita Klausing, editor,
Calendar. Also include name
and phone number.

OCTOBER
Phi
Alpha So25-28i~:ta

rority is inviting all women to
attend "Rush 1988:' Today the
meeting will be held 8:30-9:30
p.m. in Tucker's Lounge, Brockman Hall. On Wednesday and
Thursday, the meeting will be
at the same time but in the
OKI Room. For more information, please contact Coleen Gerard at 745-3987.
Public Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA) will hold
their meeting at 5 p.m. in the
Hearth Room. At this meeting,
there will be a special election
for the secretary's position and
Cathy Neus from the Cincinnati
Opera will speak on non-profit
public relations. The membership fee of $33 is due. For more
information, please contact
Kimberly Grote at 745-3561.

26

The Physics Club will
present a lecture on
"Superconductive Electronics Past, Present and Future" with Dr. F.D. Bedard as
guest speaker. The lecture will
be held in Kelley Auditorium at
8 p.m. For more information,
please call 745-3626.

27

.

Pax Christi is presenting "The Manchurian
Candidate" as part of
their film series at 3:30 p.m. at
Dorothy Day House. The film
is free and refreshments will be
provided.

27

The Accounting Society presents "Local
and Regional Firms
Night" at 7 p.m. in University
Center Terrace Room. All accounting majors are welcome at
this reception.

27

The Psychology Club
presents a lecture
"Good Grief," psychological aspects of death and dying. Jeanne Hess, Hospice R.N.
will be the guest speaker. The
lecture will be at 3 p.m. in the
University Center Hearth Room.
For more information, please
contact Julieann Hess at 7453284.
The Black Student Association (BSA) will
hold their Fashion
Show try-outs from 2:;ro to 5
p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m. in the
Terrace Room. All men and
women who are "Strictly Business" are welcome to try out.
For more information, please
contact Ursla Terry at 745-3488.

28
.

28

College Friends is
sponsoring Trick-or
Treating in the residence halls from 5:30 to 6:30
p.m. Residence hall students
should be prepared for about
110 kids to come around the
halls. For more information,
please contact Kathy Keesee at
745-2896.

29

Student Ministries at
Programs in Peace and
Xavier (SMAX) will .
Justice is sponsoring "Peace
have their meeting at
and the Elections" panel
7 p.m. The location is to be
featuring Xavier professors and
announced. For more informastudents analyzing the Demotion, please contact Kathy Keecratic and Republican party
see at 745-2896.
platforms. It will be held at 7
p.m. in the Terrace Room.
Theta Phi Al-

30

1

31 4

pha So~ority is
sponsonng the
2nd annual Greek God/Goddess competition to raise money
for Glenway Missions. All students, faculty and administration are welcome to participate.
For more information, contact
Jackie Vlerick at 745-3255.
.

For Your Information
Any organization or dub
wanting to submit any activity
in the November monthly Calendar must submit all events by
Oct. 27 at 3 p.m. Please direct
all mail to Anita Klausing, editor, Calendar/special projects.

-

NORTHWESTERN
UNIVERSITY
MEDILL SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM
G RA D U A TE PR 0 G RA MS IN.

NOVEMBER

• Print and Broadcast Journalism

The entire Xavier community is invited to a ceremony blessing the Loyola
House at 3840 Ledgewood. It
will take place at 11:30 a.m.,
an .open house will follow until
5:30 p.m. For more information, please contact Fred Zagone at 745-3567.

1

• Corporate Public Relations
• Direct Marketing
• Advertising
A Medill Representative
looks forward to meeting you at
· The Miami University Graduate &
Professional School Day
Monday, November 7, 1988

~'i!5~

TELEVISION CENTER
745-3461

'

SPRING COURSE OFFERINGS
CA337 VIDEO POST PRODUCTION (Feld)
Monday- 7-9:30 p.m.
CA243 TV REPORTING & PERFORMANCE (Von Hoene)
Monday - 7·9:30 p.m.
CA221 VIDEO PRODUCTION & TECHNOLOGY
Tuesday· 2:10-4:40 p.m. (Smith)
Wednesday - 7-9:30 p.m. (Broering)
CA345 TV SPORTS REPORTING (Dierking)
Tuesday, 7·9:30 p.m.
CA342 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHICS (Yancey)
Thursday, 7-9:30 p.m.
CA345 TV LIGHTING (Smith)
Thursday, 7-9:30 p.m.
CHECK YOUR SPRING BULLETIN FOR DETAILS

-- -

- -
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XAVIER STUDENTS
RECEIVE A 10% DISCOUNT
ON ANY PRESCRIPTION.
Just show your student l.D.

Just bring in your prescription, or your old refill bottle (we can transfer your prescriptionto Walgreens).

SOFT CONTACT

REPLACEMENT LENSES

as low as

14.99 *

Have you ever lost a contact lens?
• Bring your written prescription to the nearest Walgreens.
• In 48 hours, your new factory-sealed soft contacts will be ready
for pick-up.
*B&L. soft spin OW

FAST AND EASY SAVINGS

Featuring • Bausch & Lomb • Coba Vision

Cooper Vision • Barnes-Hind • American Hydron
GOOD ONLY AT:
Your Neighborhood Walgreens Location

Downtown Gourmet
Coffee Shop
Needs Retail Sales Help.
Experience Necessary.·
Call 721-2233 for appointment.
Start $4/hr.

Are You Success Oriented?

3600 Reading Rd.

281-0085

4405 MontiOllHtry

731-0082

Montgomery

I

Does the idea of pulling off a great
business deal.keep you awake
at night?

* 4405 Montgomery
Walgreen• (Norwood)
Victory Parkway

*

'19toney for College
Owr3 MWion SGadents WW Qualify
For CoUep Grants Ii Scholanhlps
• Leam the quickest & easiest ways )IOU can
win both scholaishirio; and financial aid ~

• Learn how to improve your chances for a
Pell Grant
• Learn how lo increase the amount of your
Guaranteed Studenl Loan.
e Learn how much money )IOU are eliQible to receiYe
so )IOU can choa;e the schools that best suit )'OW'
trur financial need

a

For more information and FREE ctlpy of

JO Ways To Strett'h Your
Scholarship Chances!. · ·

Call: (513) 779.9795

A new organization on campus is looking for people who
answer yes to both questions.
We lincl .,.ople la:
•Promodou
• Advudalaa Sales

Wat greens
3500 Reading Rd.

Reading Ad.

--------------------------FREE

• hladrat.tac

FREE

Bring In this coupon
for a free sample of

•ptanntq

•Des"8
Gain valuable experience and extra cash. Great resum~
builder. If interested contact:

KentGeorge- 745-3561I522-8934

Super Aytinal Therapeutic
Vitamin & Mineral.·Tablets

FREE

.

.

FREE

